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Introduction

the demanding environment associated with aerodrome 
operations on a runway requires that all participants accu-
rately receive, understand, and correctly read back all air 
traffic control clearances and instructions. all access to a 
runway (even if inactive) should take place only after a 
positive atC clearance has been given / received and a 
correct readback has been provided / accepted, and after 
the stop bar (where provided) has been switched off; 
providing a clearance in a timely manner, as the aircraft 
is approaching the relevant runway, will help to prevent 
runway incursions.  this document offers guidance materials 
built upon best practices from European aerodromes that 
may help to protect the integrity of voice communications 
for operational staff working on the manoeuvring area.  

Factors affecting communication 
breakdown
from studies of investigation reports, and from surveys 
regarding runway safety occurrences, it is apparent that 
communications issues are frequently a causal or contribu-
tory factor. 

Examples of communication breakdown on the manoeu-
vring area include, but may not be limited to:

n Complex instructions to different aircraft;
n Controller high speech rate;
n two different languages;
n frequency congestion / blocked frequency;
n use of non standard iCao phraseology by air traffic 

control;
n Call sign confusion;
n poor read-back procedure;
n inadequate aviation English;
n different frequencies associated with runway operations;
n inadequate driver communication training.

Loss of communication and runway
incursions.
Entering a runway (to line up or cross) or landing without 
a valid atC clearance will lead to the incorrect presence 
of traffic on a runway and requires a runway incursion to 
be reported. pilots should squawk 7600 in vmC or imC to 
advise loss of communication on the manoeuvring area.

be aware that when Communication is lost on the approach 
most pilots will land without a clearance in compliance with 
published procedures. pilots should squawk 7600 in vmC or 
imC to advise loss of communication.

iCao doc. 4444 AIR-GRounD communIcAtIons FAIluRE 
Note 2.— An aircraft equipped with an SSR transponder is 
expected to operate the transponder on Mode A Code 7600 to 
indicate that it has experienced air-ground communication 
failure.

Aviation language for international 
services
use of aviation English is proven to be a significant factor 
in the establishment and maintenance of situational 
awareness for all participants associated with runway 
operations.  

IcAo Annex 1
As of 5 March 2008, aeroplane, airship, helicopter and powered-
lift pilots, air traffic controllers and aeronautical station opera-
tors shall demonstrate the ability to speak and understand the 
language used for radiotelephony communications to the level 
specified in the language proficiency requirements in Appendix 1.

Appendix 1 
rEQuirEmEntS for profiCiEnCy in languagES uSEd for 
radiotElEphony CommuniCation

1. general
Note.— The ICAO language proficiency requirements include 
the holistic descriptors at Section 2 and the ICAO Operational 
Level (Level 4) of the ICAO Language Proficiency Rating Scale 
in Attachment A. The language proficiency requirements are 
applicable to the use of both phraseologies and plain language.
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Aerodrome Control Phraseologies

use of established standard IcAo phraseologies for 
radio telephony communication between aircraft and 
ground stations is essential to avoid misunderstanding, 
and to reduce the time required for communication. iCao 
phraseology shall be used in all situations for which it has 
been specified.  When standardised phraseology for a 
particular situation has not been specified, plain language 
shall be used. an extract from the iCao Standard that 
states this requirement is as follows:

Annex 10, volume II 
“ICAO standardized phraseology shall be used in all situa-
tions for which it has been specified. Only when standardized 
phraseology cannot serve an intended transmission, plain 
language shall be used.”

all personnel involved in operations associated with 
runways must use clear, concise and unambiguous 
phraseologies.  Such usage will ensure that safety levels 
are maintained or improved upon. 

IcAo doc. 9432 manual of Radiotelephony says 
“In the PANS-ATM [doc. 4444], it is further emphasized that 
the phraseologies contained therein are not intended to 
be exhaustive, and when circumstances differ, pilots, ATS 
personnel and other ground personnel will be expected to 
use appropriate subsidiary phraseologies which should be 
as clear and concise as possible and designed to avoid 
possible confusion by those persons using a language 
other than one of their national languages. “Appropriate 
subsidiary phraseologies” can either refer to the use of plain 
language, or the use of regionally or locally adopted 
phraseologies. Either should be used in the same manner 
in which phraseologies are used: clearly, concisely, and  
unambiguously. Additionally, such appropriate subsidiary 
phraseologies should not be used instead of ICAO 
phraseologies, but in addition to ICAO phraseologies 
when required, and users should keep in mind that many 
speakers/listeners will be using English as a second or 
foreign language.

3.2.4 The use of plain language required when phrase-
ologies are not available should not be taken as licence 
to degrade in any way good radiotelephony techniques. 
All radiotelephony communications should respect both 
formal and informal protocols dictating clarity, brevity, and 
unambiguity.”

2. holistic descriptors
proficient speakers shall:
a) communicate effectively in voice-only (telephone/radio-

telephone) and in face-to-face situations;

b) communicate on common, concrete and work-related 
topics with accuracy and clarity;

c) use appropriate communicative strategies to exchange 
messages and to recognise and resolve misunderstandings 
(e.g. to check, confirm, or clarify information) in a general 
or work-related context;

d) handle successfully and with relative ease the linguistic 
challenges presented by a complication or unexpected 
turn of events that occurs within the context of a routine 
work situation or communicative task with which they 
are otherwise familiar; and

e) use a dialect or accent which is intelligible to the aero-
nautical community.

IcAo Annex 10 language to be used 
The air-ground radiotelephony communications shall be 
conducted in the language normally used by the station on 
the ground or in the English language. 
Doc. 9432 Manual radio telephony

Runway Frequency

it is recommended that communications for all operations 
on a runway (landing, departing, crossing aircraft, vehicles 
crossing and runway inspections etc.) take place on the 
vhf frequency assigned for that runway; this will help to 
maintain high levels of situational awareness. to accom-
modate vehicles that are equipped with uhf radios only, 
frequency ‘coupling’ should be employed to ensure that 
all uhf communications associated with runway opera-
tions are simultaneously transmitted on the appropriate 
vhf frequency (and vice versa). When using rtf frequency 
coupling, Controllers (and drivers) need to be mindful of 
‘clipped’ transmissions, where the beginning or end of the 
transmission is not broadcast/received. 

Concerns about runway frequency congestion due to drivers 
using vhf can be alleviated by treating every use of the 
runway as a planned traffic movement, and keeping detailed 
discussions e.g. fod descriptions, for another frequency. 
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the procedure contained in iCao doc. 4444 12.2.7 makes 
no provision for vehicles to be included in the process of 
receiving a conditional clearance. vehicles may only be 
the subject of a conditional clearance.

Note 1: Words in parentheses ( ) indicate that specific information, 
such as a level, a place or a time, etc., must be inserted to complete 
the phrase, or alternatively that optional phrases may be used. 
Words in square parentheses [ ] indicate optional additional 
words or information that may be necessary in specific instances.

Note 2: The detailed phrases listed below do not form the 
complete phrases to be used, nor do they represent the total 
number listed in ICAO PANS/ATM (Doc 4444) where a complete 
listing is available in Chapter 12.  They refer to those elements 
considered crucial to runway safety aspects.

Example  Phraseologies 

listed below are some of the relevant key iCao phraseolo-
gies contained within those documents, applicable for 
operations on runways.  more examples of the applica-
tion of phraseologies may be found in the manual of 
radiotelephony iCao doc. 9432 and pans atm 4444. it 
should be noticed that these phraseologies are for use 
by air traffic controllers, pilots, and when applicable, to 
vehicle drivers. 

special note for vehicle drivers
doc. 4444 phraseologies for the movement of vehicles, 
other than tow-tractors, on the manoeuvring area shall be 
the same as those used for the movement of aircraft, with 
the exception of taxi instructions, in which case the word 
“PRocEED” shall be substituted for the word “tAXI” when 
communicating with vehicles.

atC (call sign) taXi via runWay (number);

pilot (call sign) rEQuESt baCktraCk

atC (call sign) baCktraCk approvEd
atC (call sign) baCktraCk runWay (number);

other general instructions
Caution should be exercised when using the phrase fol-
low, at or near runway holding points as pilots and drivers 
have been known to interpret this as clearance to continue  
following traffic as it enters or lines up on a runway.

atC (call sign) vaCatE runWay
pilot/drivEr (call sign) runWay vaCatEd
the pilot or driver may not always be sure if they are clear of 
the ilS sensitive area. don’t assume runway vacated means 
no runway re-entry for some aerodrome layouts.

atC (call sign) EXpEditE taXi (reason)
pilot/drivEr (call sign) EXpEditing

atC (call sign) taXi SloWEr (reason)
pilot/drivEr (call sign) SloWing doWn

a. tAXI PRocEDuREs

for departure 

atC (call sign) taXi to holding point* [number] 
runWay (number) 

or where detailed taxi instructions are required

atC (call sign) taXi to holding point [number] 
runWay (number)
hold Short of runWay (number) [contact tWr] 

atC (or CroSS runWay (number)) timE (time);

it should be noted that the words “position … and / or hold” 
may be misunderstood by some pilots due to the previous 
use of non iCao phraseology within north america, where 
“taxi into position and hold…” was used by atC when issuing 
a line up clearance. there have been a number of runway 
safety occurrences with the key words ‘position’ and ‘hold’ 
misapplied, therefore read-backs should be very carefully 
monitored when using these words.  See also, holding instruc-
tions from atC below.
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c. to cRoss A RunwAy 

pilot/drivEr (call sign) rEQuESt CroSS runWay 
(number…)

Note — If the control tower is unable to see the crossing 
aircraft or vehicle (night, low visibility, etc.), the instruction 
should always be accompanied by a request to report when 
the aircraft or vehicle has vacated the runway.

atC (call sign) CroSS runWay (number) [rEport vaCatEd]

atC (call sign) taXi to holding point [number] [runWay 
(number)] via (specific route to be followed), [hold Short 
of runWay (number)] or [CroSS runWay (number)]

Note — The pilot or driver will, when requested, report 
“RUNWAY VACATED” when the aircraft is clear of the runway.

b. holDInG InstRuctIons FRom Atc

atC (call sign) hold (direction) of (position, runway number, etc.);
atC (call sign) hold poSition;
atC (call sign) hold (distance) from (position) … to hold not closer to a runway than specified in doc. 4444; 
Chapter 7, 7.5.3.1.3.1
atC (call sign) hold Short of (position);

rEad-baCk from pilotS/drivErS

(call sign) holding;
(call sign) holding Short.

it should be noted that aircraft should not hold closer to a runway than specified in doc. 4444; Chapter 7, 7.5.3.1.3.1.

the procedure words, rogEr and WilCo, are insufficient acknowledgement of the instructions hold, hold poSition and hold 
Short of (position). in each case the acknowledgement shall be by the phraseology (call sign) holding or holding Short, as 
appropriate.

d. PREPARAtIon FoR tAKE-oFF -clearance to enter 
runway and await take-off clearance.

atC (call sign) linE up [and Wait];
atC (call sign) linE up runWay (number);
atC (call sign) linE up. bE rEady for immEdiatE 
dEparturE;

good practice read back example
pilot af 2515 from S3 line-up runway 27 and wait

proposing ‘be ready for immediate departure’ or asking the 
question ‘are you ready for immediate departure?’ does not 
imply a take off clearance has been given.

the phrase ‘go ahead’ (meaning pass your message) may 
be misinterpreted as an instruction to move the vehicle 
or aircraft.
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f. tAKE-oFF clEARAncE 

atC (call sign) ClEarEd for takE-off 
[rEport airbornE]…. applicable for low visibility 
operations;

best practice to prevent wrong runway selection, or 
when more than one runway in use, always use the runway 
designator in the instruction. 

atC (call sign) runWay (number) ClEarEd for takE-off

When take-off clearance has not been complied with.

atC (call sign) takE off immEdiatEly or vaCatE 
runWay [(instructions)];
atC (call sign) takE off immEdiatEly or hold Short 
of runWay

or to cancel a take-off clearance. 

atC (call sign) hold poSition, CanCEl takE-off i Say 
again CanCEl takE-off (reasons);
pilot (call sign) holding;

or to stop a take-off after an aircraft has commenced 
take-off roll.

atC (call sign) Stop immEdiatEly [(repeat aircraft call 
sign) Stop immEdiatEly]
pilot (call sign) Stopping;

e. conDItIonAl clEARAncEs 

iCao doc. 4444 12.2.7 Conditional phrases, such as  
“behind landing aircraft” or “after departing aircraft”, shall 
not be used for movements affecting the active runway(s), 
except when the aircraft or vehicles concerned are seen by 
the appropriate controller and pilot. the aircraft or vehicle 
causing the condition in the clearance issued shall be the 
first aircraft/vehicle to pass in front of the other aircraft 
concerned. in all cases a conditional clearance shall be 
given in the following order and consist of:

a) identification;
b) the condition;
c) the clearance; and
d) brief reiteration of the condition,

e.g.:
atC “SaS 941, bEhind dC9 on Short final, linE up 
bEhind”.

Note - This makes specific the need for the aircraft receiving 
the conditional clearance to identify the aircraft or vehicle 
causing the conditional clearance. e.g.

the acknowledgement of a conditional clearance must 
contain the condition in the read-back e.g.

pilot bEhind landing dC9 on Short final, lining up 
bEhind Scandinavian 941.

atC Scandinavian 941 [that is] correct

nb: the procedure also makes no provision for vehicles 
to be included in the process of receiving a conditional 
clearance. they may only be the subject of a conditional 
clearance.
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Aerodrome Control Phraseology –
READ-BACK
of equal importance to the usage of correct phraseologies 
is the need to obtain the required read-back, in the order 
required and accurately. listed below are the provisions 
provided in the relevant iCao documents pertaining to 
this safety critical element of runway operations, together 
with the paragraph number in the iCao document.

in panS-atm the regulations regarding read-backs are 
stated. 

read-back of clearances and safety-related information 
the flight crew shall read-back to the air traffic controller 
safety-related parts of atC clearances and instructions 
which are transmitted by voice. the following items shall 
always be read-back:

a. atC route clearances;

b. clearances and instructions to enter, land on, take off 
from, hold short of, cross and backtrack on any runway; 
and

c. runway-in-use, altimeter settings, SSr codes, level 
instructions, heading and speed instructions and, 
whether issued by the controller or contained in atiS 
broadcasts, transition levels.

other clearances or instructions, including conditional 
clearances, shall be read-back or acknowledged in a 
manner to clearly indicate that they have been under-
stood and will be complied with.

the controller shall listen to the read-back to ascertain that 
the clearance or instruction has been correctly acknowledged 
by the flight crew and shall take immediate action to correct 
any discrepancies revealed by the read-back.

Studies of air ground communication practices have shown 
that incomplete read-backs may mask a misunderstanding. 
incorrect read-backs show there is a misunderstanding.  
air traffic control must challenge incomplete or incorrect 
read-backs. 

Avoiding Call Sign Confusion 

the use of full call-signs of all traffic operating on or in 
close proximity to a runway has been identified as a critical 
element in enhancing safety for runway operations.  Whilst 
the iCao provisions allow for use of abbreviated call-signs in 
certain circumstances, it is deemed best practice not to apply 
any shortening of call-sign in this situation.

Call sign confusion is not restricted to similar call signs 
between aircraft. Confusion may occur between aircraft 
and vehicle call signs. Confusion with infrastructure may 
also be part of call sign confusion incidents. 

Runway Incursion Example:
an aircraft with the call sign “delta” has to taxi to a position 
called “delta 2” later split in “delta 2-2” and rWy 02 (rWy 2 
for uSa pilots) in use; 

atC to outbound taxiing traffic “Delta xxx cross runway 
07R and continue straight ahead to D2 (a taxiway)”
pilot delta xxx “cross runway 7 right to the runway 2” 
(unchallenged incorrect readback)
Atc “Delta xxx take position on D22 please” (non IcAo 
phraseology)
pilot delta xxx “Affirm on D22”

atC to landing traffic “RJ85 go-around I say again 
go-around”
pilot 85 “Going around RJ85”

Pilot Delta interpreted these instructions as Delta to 
(runway) 02.

iCao doC 4444
n tranSmiSSion of numbErS

- rWy = each digit separately
- i.e. rWy02 = runway zero two – runway two

n  taXi proCEdurES
- taXi to holding point rWy # #

hold Short of rWy # # (was not said by the controller)
n prEparation for t/o

- ClEaranCE to EntEr a rWy muSt bE 
obtainEd:

- linE up (and Wait) rWy # #

other points of confusion include aircraft type misidenti-
fication and aircraft livery confusion where the livery is 
not representative of the aircraft call sign. 
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What to do if uncertain of your 
position on the manoeuvring area 
pilots and airside manoeuvring area drivers do not know-
ingly enter a runway without a valid atC clearance. When 
this happens, it is most likely because the pilot or driver is 
uncertain of their position and situational awareness has 
been lost. iCao has developed a procedure about what to 
do if you are a pilot, driver or air traffic controller with a team 
member who does not know that they are on a runway or 
taxiway.

iCao doc. 4444 
“UNCERTAINTY OF POSITION ON THE MANOEUVRING AREA
Except when a pilot is in doubt as to the position of the 
aircraft with respect to the manoeuvring area shall imme-
diately:

a. stop the aircraft; and
b. simultaneously notify the appropriate ATS unit of the 

circumstances (including the last known position).

In those situations where a pilot is in doubt as to the position of 
the aircraft with respect to the manoeuvring area, but recognizes 
that the aircraft is on a runway, the pilot shall immediately:

a. notify the appropriate ATS unit of the circumstances 
(including the last known position);

b. if able to locate a nearby suitable taxiway, vacate the 
runway as expeditiously as possible, unless otherwise 
instructed by the ATS unit; and then,

c. stop the aircraft.

A vehicle driver in doubt as to the position of the vehicle with 
respect to the manoeuvring area shall immediately:

a. notify the appropriate ATS unit of the circumstances 
(including the last known position);

b. simultaneously, unless otherwise instructed by the ATS 
unit, vacate the landing area, taxiway, or other part of the 
manoeuvring area, to a safe distance as expeditiously as 
possible; and then,

c. stop the vehicle.

7.4.1.5.4 In the event the aerodrome controller becomes aware 
of an aircraft or vehicle that is lost or uncertain of its position on 
the manoeuvring area, appropriate action shall be taken imme-
diately to safeguard operations and assist the aircraft or vehicle 
concerned to determine its position.”

Communication techniques -  general 

detailed below are the relevant provisions laid down in 
annex 10, with regard to radio transmission guidelines and 
techniques.

Speech-transmitting techniques should be such that the 
highest possible intelligibility is incorporated in each trans-
mission. fulfilment of this aim requires that flight crew and 
ground personnel should:

a. Enunciate each word clearly and distinctly;

b. maintain an even rate of speech. When a message is 
transmitted to an aircraft and its contents need to be 
recorded the speaking rate should be at a slower rate to 
allow for the writing process. a slight pause preceding 
and following numerals makes them easier to under-
stand;

c. maintain the speaking volume at a constant level;

d. be familiar with the microphone operating techniques 
particularly in relation to the maintenance of a constant 
distance from the microphone if a modulator with a 
constant level is not used;

e. Suspend speech temporarily if it becomes necessary to 
turn the head away from the microphone.
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Improving communications for little  
or no cost 
n introduce a method for self-checking to ensure iCao 

compliant phraseology is used for air traffic controllers 
e.g. by taking the opportunity to listen to short samples 
of own r/t and comparing what was said with iCao doc. 
4444 phrases on a regular basis;

n Ensure a Cockpit friendly method to record line-up / 
crossing clearances is available;

n implement a method for manoeuvring area drivers to 
record when a clearance to enter or cross a runway is 
received;

n atC clearances must be issued early enough to ensure 
that they are transmitted to the aircraft in sufficient time 
for it to comply with them;

n raise awareness that iCao compliant communication 
practices help to prevent ground navigation errors;

n one best practice is to implement a systematic evalua-
tion of the r/t loading; it may lead to frequency splitting;

n Consider training recommendations for pilots, control-
lers and vehicle drivers, including practical exams.


